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The Isles PBM

The Isles PBM on Twitter

"In an era when PBM companies, by and large, are not at the
top of their game, The Isles PBM stands as a beacon to help
light the way to a better future for the PBM industry and hobby
as a whole. Even though the game itself is not new, it looks
new, it feels vibrant, and it has visual energy to it. Excuses won't
capture market share. From the outside looking in, The Isles
PBM grabs eyes. It imbues PBM gaming with a different look.
It's not stale, it's visually exciting! The player base is fairly small,
but visually, this game looks epic!

- Charles Mosteller (Editor of PBM Unearthed) -
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The Art of PBM Disasters
Charles Mosteller

Well, here we are on a Sunday morning, once
again. Sunday?! Ack! That means that another day
of publication deadline has arrived, and here I sit
still trying to wake up and wondering what I am
going to flesh out the remaining pages of this
issue with. Tell me, how did I manage to get myself
into this mess, again?

So, as always seems to be the case, let's play it by
ear, and see where it leads us.

PBM disasters can take many forms. They don't
have to take the form of a PBM game dying, nor a
PBM company going out of business. Your turn
results could get lost in the mail. A GM could lose
interest in continuing the never-ending slog
forward. Or in my own case, a few weeks back, I
got sick. Then, more recently, I took a fall (which
was not fun, I assure you). And then, just a few
days ago, my desktop computer decided to
develop a Windows blue screen of death.

Without that computer, disaster strikes! Oh, not
for you, necessarily, but for me, the impact is
quite sharp and immediate. It's not a life-
threatening situation, mind you, but it certainly is
very disruptive to life as I know it.

Even though life would go on without it, if not
remedied, it would also spell the end of this PBM
newsletter, simply because I wouldn't be able to
work on it, anymore. From your perspective, that
might be a blessing in disguise, certainly, but I
would much rather that the death of PBM
Unearthed, when it eventually comes, to be of the
pre-announced variety, rather than a calamity
which comes unexpectedly in the night.

Yesterday, while visiting the Suspense & Decision
website, I took notice of a recent posting by 

Jon Capps. He announced that he had injured his
back, last month. That, too, qualifies as a PBM
disaster, because health related problems
invariably afflict and affect human beings
operating within the PBM Sphere, forming all kinds
of detriments that are definitely a disaster,
particularly if you're the one being directly and
impacted by such. An injured back is no laughing
matter.

Here's hoping that Jon Capps' back is on the
mend and heals up completely. He stated that he
will update his message on the S&D website next
week with the expected publication date for what
will be Issue #21 of Suspense & Decision
magazine.

What about you? What PBM disasters have you
experienced over the course of your life? Death of
PBM players and PBM GMs are a disaster all their
own, though I tend to view deaths to reside within
a special category all their own - for truly, they are
sui generis, if anything is.

It wasn't so very long ago that PBM icon Rick
Loomis passed away. Vern Holford of Empyrean
Challenge fame comes immediately to mind, as
another PBM GM that is no longer with us. Since
play by mail gaming first came into existence, the
likely number of deaths of those who either ran
PBM games or played them likely resides in the
thousands. In time, death comes for us all.

Which, I suppose, is all the more reason to
celebrate life, to celebrate PBM gaming, to
celebrate all of the many wondrous PBM friends
that we make, and have, and share PBM time with.

There will always be PBM disasters. Disasters
happen. It is imperative that we move past them!
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RSI's D2 (Duelmasters)

Wayne "The Consortium" Smith
The battle axe swings with awesome cutting power!

The Grim Lord is hit in the chest. It is an awesome blow! He sinks slowly to the ground.
Gambit has learned a riposte action and achieved advanced expert in riposte.

Black Lung will fight at Champions in the next tournament.
Veteran Mercenary is dangerously stunned and cannot keep fighting!

It is a proud Day for Lady Warriors as Colestah has ascended the Duelmaster’s Throne.
Red was butchered by Longbow in a one minute mismatched challenge!

D2, the play-by-mail (not play-by-computer, nor
play-through-internet) game of Duelmasters, is
just plain fun. It is so good that there have been
three published books written about it! It must be
great, then! Do you want to have the fun and
pleasures that hundreds of other managers
before you have experienced? Can’t blame you! I,
personally, have been enjoying Duelmasters-to-
D2 for over 35 years. Perhaps this article will
assist or simplify your introduction to this game
and speed up your enjoyment process. It goes
something like this …………..

ACQUIRE A D2 ROLL UP team sheet from RSI.
(Reality Simulations Inc., P.O. Box 22400, Tempe
AZ 85285-2400, ph. 4809677979) The first
sheet/team is free. Subsequent five-warrior
teams cost $5. (Same prices are charged by RSI
as they did 30+ years ago!) Later, after your
introductory 10 turns in the Noblish Island (DM93)
arena, you can transfer your starting team to
another arena, or you may find you want to start
up new team/s in other arenas, or both. Actually,
you can start new teams any time, even while
going through your learning process in DM93; but
you may want to “learn the ropes” first.

Offensive styles are easier to learn for a
newbie. (Or anyone, for that matter)

FILL OUT THE ROLL UPS and send the sheet to
RSI. Other than the normal personal information,
the most important things to decide are: Team
name, Manager Name, and 5 individual warrior
designs. Let’s discuss each of those briefly. Team
name and manager name can be anything you
like that fits you. (RSI will edit inappropriate
naming.) They can be gladiator driven, silly ideas,
great play on words, or whatever. The warrior
names can be closely tied to the team name, or
not. My very first team was: Bulldogs, manager
Kennelworth, and names like – Tiger Lily, Sir
Smythe, Wild Wayne, and Flash, etc. A team name
I admire in the game is Azure Clouds, manager
Slugbait, warrior names like – Black Bile, Violent
Orange, Blue Note …….

We could spend hours and hours on warrior
designs, (Where to place the 14 points on the
fixed 70 points and what style to choose?) and
there are many articles available examining
design, so I will offer only a few basic comments:
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Gender does not matter at all in the fight
process.
Usually, fast & quick or brawny & strong rule
the day. I said usually.
WT (wit) and WL (will) are the most important
stats.
There are reasons to design to odd numbers.
(Exclude CN from that statement.)
Read newsletters, especially past DM93
newsletters, for regularly posted design
reviews 

You have received your 5 warrior profiles back
from RSI. Time to fill out DUEL II STRATEGY FORMS
and send them in to RSI. “Goodness!” you say; “I
wish I had a lot more information about weapons
and strategies and what the warrior profile
means, and ……”

Here are a list of places and methods for getting
additional info:

“Put on your newbie outfit.” Ask RSI, or better
yet, diplo the teachers/coaches in Noblish Island
(DM93), the “starter’s arena” and ask for
information provided there. If you are already in
Noblish Island, ask RSI to make sure you get the
free CIC or “fact sheets”.

“Go electronic.” The best information in the
game is available at reality.com/dm, or
terrablood.com, or Assur’s site or even try
chatzy.com as DMers chat there from appx 9AM
to 2AM EST. and they definitely seem to welcome
inexperienced questions.

So, back to the strategy sheets. One for each
warrior you plan to fight. Write legibly! You would
be very disappointed to have a code inputted
improperly because your scribbles were not so
discernible. The basic stuff like warrior name and
ID, or game # and account # don’t need
discussion. But weapon selection, strategy, armor
and challenging do.

Weapon choice is your chance to select a best
weapon against the opponent’s probable armor.
Bigger weapons are probably needed against
heavy armor. Some weapons do especially well
against certain armor types. (Hmmm; that
information mentioned earlier would help.) The
most common weapon arrangements are a single
primary weapon and a small backup primary for
offensive types, and a primary/secondary
(secondary could be a shield) and zero to two
backups for defensives/finesse warriors. That, of
course, begs the question of which styles are
offensive? Generally, basher (BA), lunger (LU),
slasher (SL), and striker (ST) are offensive.
Generally, parry-lunger (PL), parry-riposte (PR),
parry-strikers (PS), and total parry (TP) are
defensive. Wall of steel (WS) and aimed blow (AB)
are generally finesse warriors. But, really, anything
goes, as you will find defensive bashers and
offensive total parries and other mutants in this 
fun game.

Strategy is more difficult to decide. Offensives
usually start “hot and heavy” and then slow down,
as they will wear down/tire due to weight being
carried and a high activity level Defensives tend
to run moderately, but current arena defensive
warriors can be found fighting anywhere from
“hot and heavy” to very slow. The desperation
strategy is important, because if your warrior is
nearing defeat or exhaustion, you may want to do
something different in a last-ditch effort to pull
out the win.

Armor is really a matter of preference, but like
every other choice in the game, there are trade-
offs. Heavy armor, while providing more
protection, can slow down and wear down
warriors. Naked or light armor may be less
restricting and faster but offers little protection. It
is easy to think, “I need lots of armor,” but over
encumbering a warrior greatly impacts
(diminishes) his fighting ability.
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 Challenging and avoiding do not work until
after the warrior has fought his/her first fight
in the arena and is listed in the newsletter.
 Challenge warriors or styles you think you
can beat, or who will teach you well, or to
attempt to advance in the rankings.
 Avoid those teams who have warriors that
can probably beat you, or who are likely to
challenge you.
 Remember: challenge awarrior ID numbers
(not names) and avoid team numbers (not
names).
 Some arenas, usually Andorian, frown on
down-challenging. (Usually defined as
challenging someone with fewer recognition
points that oneself.) Beware of the arena
environment, history, and politics.

Training is simple. The most common training is
“skills”, but stats can be and are trained also. In 
general, the amount of skills learned is based on
your WT (the higher the better), but it is also
impacted by the knowledge of the warriors you
fight. (And other things) Stat training is very
highly dependent on WL, as the odds of getting a
first stat train of a stat type are 5% times the WL.
(E.g. a WL of 15 = 5%x15 or 75% chance.) There
can be a luck roll impact also as is common
almost everything that occurs in Duel 2.
Attempting to get a 2nd stat raise in a certain
stat is halved. (E.g. a WL of 15 = 5%x15x 0.5 =
37.5%)

Challenging and avoiding are very strategic
components of the game. There are quite a few
managers who do not challenge or avoid or both.
You can use that to your best advantage.
Challenge warriors (the warrior ID number) and
avoid teams. (The team ID number.) Several
points about challenging/avoiding):

You have the option to use an alternate “special
strategy” either (or both) when you challenge
someone, or when someone challenges you. You 

 Have I collected/recorded all the information
I want from the fight so I can access it
quickly? (The Noblish Consortium manager
and his Consortium cronies record this for
every fight – opponent’s name, stable, arena
and ID number, size, handedness, record,
style, armor, and weapons plus his warrior’s
train results, armor, weapons, swing info
(criticals/swings/extra value hits), W or L, how
many minutes, recognition points, and
political point status- if any. Also recorded
are who, if anyone challenged. This is manually
recorded on a sheet with my warrior’s name,
ID, and size, handedness, plus style.
 Did each warrior fight as I expected from the
strategy? Do I need to adjust or change any
strategies?
 Did any warrior act over encumbered or tire
faster than I thought? Do I need to adjust
strategies, armor, or weapons?

can use this alternate to prepare a specific
strategy for that challenge you just made, or
surprising an opponent who will likely challenge or
blood feud you. To use these alternatives, “x” the
proper box or boxes and fill out the strategy info
on the back of the strategy form. This alternative
strategy will not be used unless the conditions
you selected occur.

That was easy, wasn’t it!? After sending in your
strategy sheets, (in plenty of time for the due
date – or last minute via fax; no internet
submitting allowed) the computer utilizes
everyone’s’ inputs and the fights proceed. A few
days after the arena run date, the actual fights
and arena newsletter will arrive in your mailbox.
(Actually the newsletter can be viewed on line
three days after the fights.) Before submitting the
new warrior strategies for the next round of
fights, there is much a manager can/should
examine and review. Here are generic things that
this old-time manager evaluates:
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Did each warrior fight well with the weapon?
(e.g. hit when he swung and had critical hits –
which are strongly stated weapon hit
statements compared to the norm) Do I need        
to change weapon selections?
Did another warrior out jump me when I did
not expect it? Do I need to adjust strategies
or weapons?
Did the warriors learn what I expected and
learn well? (e.g. earn lots of skills) If not, what
can I do about it? (Switch to learning
stats/skills? Challenge a very experienced
warrior?)
Do I know anything about the arena warriors
that I can challenge? (Have I and my friends
accumulated style and other information on
opponents?) Should I challenge or take the
luck of the draw? (Remember – challenge
warrior #’s.)
Likewise, is there someone within range I just
do not want to fight? (A warrior that has
beaten me before? A warrior with lots more
experience than me? A team that has my
number? Should I avoid the team with that
warrior? (Remember – avoid team #’s)
Have I written some personal ads or a
spotlight to add to the enjoyment of the
arena?

Then, it is time to turn in those strategy sheets,
again!

Duel 2 is a game of gladiators, comprised of
knowledge, strategy, and a little luck. Above all,
it is fun. See you on the sands!

Note: RSI has something special with Duelmasters
that few if any other PBMs can offer. Twice per
year, for many tears, voluntary Face-To-Face
Tournaments are held, opening up the
competition from all arenas of D2 play. Managers
from near and far gather for a fun-filled and very
busy week-end of competition. The winter
version is held in RSI home town Tempe, AZ
(Phoenix) while the summer location varies in 

location east of the Mississippi. (Recent ones in
Arlington, VA (DC), Cincinnati, and Kansas City.)
Great competition and a fine chance to meet
other managers and the RSI staff.

Duel2--the game formerly known as Duelmasters-
-is a Play-by-Mail game of ancient
gladiatorial combat. If you're new to Play-by-
Mail gaming, just think or it as a chance to
play some of the most realistic and exciting
games you will ever come across. Every two
weeks, you'll be matching your skills and
ingenuity against players from all across the
North American continent and beyond. True to
our name, our computer-moderated games allow
us to closely simulate reality. In Duel2, the
first of our games set in the fantastic world
of Alastari, you will experience the reality
of man-to-man combat in far greater depth than
you will find even in role playing games. 

Wayne "The Consortium" Smith is a Clemson fan.
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KnightGuild.Com

KnightGuild Forum KnightGuild Discord
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Orphan Star Development Diary
Part 1
Fungus

For a couple of my teenage years in the 80s I
played a few PBM games in the UK (Tribes of
Crane, It's a Crime, Vorcon Wars, probably some
more). I met up with a few UK Tribes of Crane
players and very much enjoyed the diplomacy
and exploration side of the game. I ultimately
dropped out of the PBM scene due to cost and
other demands on my time (beer, music, girls),
but the appeal of the games (especially the
depth and open-endedness of Tribes of Crane)
continued throughout my life. 

After university, I became a software engineer
and (wrongly) suspecting that all of the gameplay
of a Tribes of Crane game could be automated,
began to code up a Tribes like game a couple of
times in the intervening decades. These didn't go
anywhere, mostly because I didn't know how to
get any feedback for the ideas being explored,
and the projects petered out. I seem to
remember putting a notice in Flagship UK to the
effect that I was working on the Tribes project,
but wouldn't have received much in the way of
response.

Fast forward to 2020 and thanks to the impact of
Covid, I found myself with some spare time on my
hands and looked to see what was the current
state of PBM. TribeNet stuck out as most likely
the closest to Tribes of Crane and I joined up. I
have had a really fantastic time learning and
playing the game thanks to a fabulous community
of players. TribeNet is not Tribes of Crane, but its
own game, and doesn't really have much in the
way of roleplay. So, wanting to help enrich the
role-play side of things, I volunteered to edit and
publish fifty issues of the game's player magazine,

one issue per fortnightly turn for two years. I don't
know that I succeeded in my goal of enhancing
the role-play aspects of the game, but the
community feedback was very positive.

During this period, I have also tried and dropped
out of several other games (The Midgard play-
test, Phoenix:BSE, The Isles, Dungeonworld, Galac-
Tac, SuperNova, maybe others) all great games,
but not quite what I was looking for at the time.

In 2022, Raven Zachary proposed a community-
led experiment to provide a framework where a
community of players would create a PBM game
from scratch while playing: submitting ideas to
extend the game turn-by-turn. This was a really
interesting project, but one I found frustrating
because the community of players were more
interested in adding detail (i.e. bottom up) before
identifying the overall shape and goals of the
game (i.e. top down). 

On the back of that experiment, I realised that
rather than complaining that bottom-up was
wrong-headed, I'd move forward with my own
game, and employ some top-down thinking to
ensure it ticked all the boxes for a game that I
would like to play.

I wrote down the key aspects of games I've
enjoyed in the past:

a) Factions. PBSE and Midgard do them very
differently. But they immediately add colour
and allegiances into the game. 
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b) Roleplay - factions facilitate this, but should
remain optional for players to pursue or not. 

c) GM-led story and depth hidden among the
gameplay. This is where automating a game
usually falls down. Where a GM can drops hints
and allows the playerbase to discover *and
influence* the story is amazing.

d) Special Actions: these offer possibilities
within the game world that are not yet
automated. Allows the player to really invest in
the game.

e) Discoverable world map via exploring - lots
of detail is very attractive. Valuable
locations/resources/aids to be discovered,
fought over, defended. A detailed map in a
game is an amazingly attractive aspect to
gameplay.

f) Skill tree - strategic choices made by the
players to determine their success or
otherwise in the game

g) Diplomacy - inter-player communications to
negotiate territory/resources etc see b)
roleplay above - the two are linked, and the in-
game mechanics of this need to be considered

h) Combat - is every game a wargame? Can a
game offer fun for wargamers and builders
alike?

With these principles at the top of my list, I began
to develop a scenario for a new PBM game:
Orphan Star. My next article will describe the
scenario, how I foresee the gameplay coming to
life, and the steps taken so far to turn it into a live
game.
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Middle-earth Games run turn-based, strategy games set in the world of J.R.R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the
Rings and The Hobbit, including elements from ICE's Middle-earth Role Playing under licence from GSIL.

Alamaze is the multi-award winning fantasy war game set in the fantastic realm of Alamaze, considered by
consensus to be the greatest PBEM strategy game ever.

Austerlitz is a Napoleonic Wargame set in the year 1808, at the height of Napoleon’s power.
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The Isles: First Impressions

Richard Lockwood

Now, I knew Roy Pollard, the man behind The
Isles, way back in the late 1980s, when we were
both running games on a vaguely commercial
basis. He: The Isles, me: Xanoth. We even shared
a designer, an artist whose name eludes me, but
he redid the map of the city of Plut for me, and
did some very nice character pictures for The
Isles. He also managed to give me some artwork
intended for The Isles once, and Roy got a bit
(only a bit) cross about me publishing the said art
in the Xanoth newsletter.

Still, that was that awful decade that was the
1980s. A very long time ago…

Xanoth folded, for various reasons, and I’m not
entirely sure what happened to Roy and The Isles.

Fast forward 30 years or so - some of you were
born, got married, or were incarcerated in that
period - and I start dipping my toe in the waters
of PBM again. Lo and behold, it turns out Roy’s
resurrected The Isles, and is turning out lovely
looking turns by email. Also, really nice maps (not
sure what software he’s using, but they look
great) and graphics in The Islander, the game
newsletter.

I ask to join, but it’s full. Boo! Hiss!! But I entirely
understand why you shouldn’t over-subscribe
your game. But I sign up to the Facebook page,
and thoroughly enjoy reading the news – even
though I’m not playing! Surely a sign of a good 

game?!

Then, out of the blue comes a message from Roy;
there’s a space in the game, and I’m top of the
waiting list! 

I download the startup package from the website,
and create my character. I have an idea for
Ælthric, but given that characters in The Isles are
kicked out from prison, with no memory as to
even why they were incarcerated, it’s pretty
sparse. 

Still, he’s out now, he’s found a cot for a couple of
nights, and has already been misidentified as a
fence… this could be interesting!

The game materials are lovely looking; maps, turn
sheets etc. Roy always did run a quality game
back in the 1980s, and with more modern tech
and software, it’s only improved.

I’ve done a couple of turns so far - I’ll let you
know how Ælthric gets on!

Cheers,
Rich
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PBM Memories
Photographs from PBM's past that appeared in issue #7

Courtesy of Wayne

The KJC Games shop and logo. Kevin Cropper outside the
KJC offices with his staff.

Various PBMers enjoying
a RPG after a few pints

Wayne (with the blonde hair) and Tim
Metcalfe (short-bearded guy) on the left.
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The Quotable Species
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Charles Mosteller

It's just shy of 8:00PM on the night of the
deadline for Issue #8 of PBM Unearthed to
publish, and being the chicken with its head cut
off that I am, I am trying to put some more flesh
on the bones of this issue. In pursuit of that noble
and lofty goal, I came up with the idea for a
regular article series of PBM Unearthed called The
Quotable Species: PBM Inhabitants in their own
habitats.

Then, I began populating the article (this article)
with quotes from inhabitants of the PBM Universe,
only to then finally delete them all. Why, oh why,
you ask?

Well, while I think that it's a great idea, I'm really
not prowling the PBM alley ways looking to annoy
people. One of the best ways to drive
conversation is, I think, to make other people -
other PBMers - aware of existing PBM
conversations.

But perhaps not all "good PBM ideas" are worth
pursuing, regardless of whatever merit they may
have. And so it was that this particular idea of
mine shall die on the vine. Alas!

Trying to track down permission for every quote
would likely be fraught with the possibility for
being decline, not to mention a bottomless pit of
time-consumption. I'm not out to make anyone
mad, and I certainly don't need the headache of
anyone suing me over this quote or that one.

What might work with the possibility of less
headaches would be for individual PBMers to
write to me, and grant permission to quote them.
That too, however, could easily turn out to be an
unworkable scheme. Alack!

PBM Unearthed is a part of the press. We cover
PBM gaming, all things PBM-related, and even
things of a turn-based gaming nature which aren't
technically PBM games. Thus far, though, I have
been content to focus primarily upon PBM
gaming. Indeed, it may be that PBM Unearthed
never even moves beyond PBM games. Only time
will ultimately tell. PBM Unearthed is, after all, a
PBM newsletter. That said, I always try to leave
myself some wiggle room, in case there are other
turn-based games our there that reach out and
grab my eyeball, from time to time.

If you're interested in board games, then you
could do a lot worse than checking out Tabletop
Spirit magazine. The Alex Bardy that writes in to
PBM Unearthed is the editor of that gaming
magazine.

http://www.tabletopspirit.com/
http://www.tabletopspirit.com/
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You asked what kind of games I ran through
fanzines?  Lots. Many of my own design actually,
including an arena game about psychic combat
(Minds), a football / soccer game called The Real
Thing!  and an ice-hockey game called Slapshot!  
among many others  — I designed a Rather Silly
Sopwith variant as well, which involved
radioactive clouds, flying sheep, bird poo and lots
of other silliness. It was fun. I was a lot more
creative back then, and flying by the seat of my
pants most of the time, so hey ho...  — I also ran
several more ‘official’ postal games like Railway
Rivals, Breaking Away, etc.  One of my most
successful ventures was running a version of
Gutterpress! (not originally designed by me, alas)
through the pages of my postal gaming zine —
this was a game about rival zine editors
competing for readers, money, and popularity /
notoriety, and because I had such a fantastic
bunch of players (mostly zine editors
themselves) they really got into the spirit of the
thing and made every new turn report something
quite special. Heady days and memories, indeed!

I actually tried to run The Real Thing!  and
Slapshot as pro-PBMs (with real people paying
real money to play) and after a great start things
spiraled out of control quite quickly, which was
embarrassing, frankly. That said, it did motivate
me to learn basic programming again, and I wrote
some very good software to run both games very
efficiently (on an Amstrad PCW-1512 no less, if I
recall correctly) — I was still in my teens at this

juncture, don’t forget, so it was a valuable learning
experience for me, albeit a telling introduction to
the hardships of running a real business.

 I did attend lots of PBM conventions here in the
UK, actually (in central London somewhere, in
similar halls to where early Games Workshop
‘Games Day’ and ‘Dragonmeet’ events were run),
and I made it along to some of the
aforementioned London Pubmeets Richard
mentioned, although I was technically not quite of
drinking age at the time (it’s 18 in the UK in case
you didn’t already know!) — ‘rock star Wayne’ was
always a major character at these, looking
ridiculously tough in his heavy metal get-up,
bright blond flowing hair, etc. and he was
probably the closest thing we had to a ‘celebrity’
at the time — Wayne was EVERYWHERE back
then! I recall having my own stall for my PBM
games for at least one of these events, and it was
also at a Games Day that I met the very first real
love of my life — needless to say that ended in
heartache, but it was great while it lasted, and yet
another valuable life lesson.

Do I have any photos? Nope. Afraid not.
Nowadays, I’d probably be able to find them on
my smartphone, if they were less than 10 years
old, but back then, cameras and photo
development was an expensive process, so
photos were hard to come by!

Alex Bardy

Editor's Note: Alex, you're just chock full of
good things to say. To our readership at large,
these remarks from Alex Bardy were sent in a
few weeks back, after Issue #5 escaped from
our editorial lair.

I encourage others to write in, also, even as I
hope that Alex continues to write in to us. The
bigger the mixture of feedback, the better that
this section of our newsletter will invariably be.
So, put down that cheese sandwich and that
pint of ale, and write to us!
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https://agema.org.uk/The_Glory_of_Kings.html
https://agema.org.uk/Scramble_for_Empire.html
https://agema.org.uk/Rome_is_Burning.html


PBM Discord
34 Members and growing!

Join the PBM fun!
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http://www.rickloomispbm.com/heroic.html
https://tribenet.com.au/what-is-tribenet/contact/
https://discord.gg/Z49x38xHVM

